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OMKAR SPECIALITY CHEMICALS LIMITED

Regd. Office: Mahalasa Narayani, Ganesh Chowk, Manjarli, Badlapur (East), Thane- 421503.

CIN: 124110MH2005P1C151589

Ref : OSCL/S El 202L-221 t8

To,

Chief Manager, Surveillance
The Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE Limited)
Phi roze Jeejeebhoy Towers,
DalalStreet,
Mumbai- 400 001.

BSE CODE : 533317

Dear sirs' 
sub.: clarification on Movement in price.

Date: July 29,202L

Regarding clarification on price movement, we frereby submit that the company has always disclosed, to
the stock exchange, all the material information, which has a bearing on the operations/ performance of
the company including all necessary"disclosures in accordance with Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing

Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (the "Listing Regulations") within the
stipulated time.

We hereby further submit that we are not aware of the reason of significant movement in the price of
our shares. The movement in the share price is purely market driven and may be combinatien of various
factors including market conditions. The management of the company is in no way connected with the
movement in the price of the shares.

We would like to reiterate that the Company has always and will continue to adhere to the compliances
requiredundertheListingRegulationsandotherapplicablelaws.

We would further like to inform you that, our scrip has been recently categorised in "ASM ST: Stage 1"
which has led to negative sentiments for the investors. We would request you to kindly take our scrip

out of "ASM" which will help in reinstating confidence among the investors.

The above clarification may please be taken on record

Thanking you,

Yours Truly,
For OMKAR SPECIALITY CHEMICALS LIMITED

COMPANY SECRETARY AND COMPLIANCE OFFICER

(M.No. F8896)
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